1. Hearing and listening are not the same thing. True or False
2. A fanfare is usually played by: A. flutes B. poltroons C. trumpets
3. A coda is: A. kinda warma B. a percussion instrument C. a closing section
4. The grouping of beats into patterns is called:
   A. paradiddles B. stratos C. meter
5. House is a Rockin moves in groups of A. 2 B. 3
6. The slowest tempo marking below is:
   A. Pentarello B. Largo C. Vivace
7. Which of these is more than one note played at a time?
   A. melody B. tune C. harmony
8. Aaron Copland is from:
   A. Paris B. Belgium C. U.S.A.
9. Which of these is loudest?
   A. Forte B. Mezzo C. Piano
10. The correct musical term for a gradual increase in volume is:
    A. dynamic B. vibrato C. crescendo
11. 110 decibels is:
    A. softer than 100 decibels B. 10 times louder than 100 decibels
12. Rodrigo is from:
    A. East L.A. B. Las Cruces C. Spain
13. Which of these is not usually part of the orchestra?
    A. timpani B. flute C. synthesizer
14. Instrument families are grouped according to:
    A. How they produce vibrations B. Color C. Size
15. Three pieces of music written for film or TV by John Williams are:
    1. __________________________ 2. __________________________ 3. __________________________
16. What happened in the professional life of Georges Bizet that made him so sad in the months prior to his death?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
EXTRA CREDIT: What did John Adams say about the arts? ____________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________